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Bob Pope To Play For
Block 'C Athletic Ball
HUGE CROWD WILL
SEE PRACTICE GAME
Block "C" Club To Sponsor
Two Dances Next Week;
Sponsors To Be Named
With the wail of the muted saxophones, Maestro Bob Pope brings
his brilliant musical aggregation to
Clemson next week for the annual
Block "C" dances. Plans underway
indicate that members of the Block
"C" Club have conceived a varied
and elaborate program for the weekend festivities. March 13 and 14
will find a host of high school students on the campus as guests of
the club as well as a host of "old
grads" who will flock to the campus
to attend various alumni meetings
and witness the football game to be
staged Saturday afternoon.
POPE FAMOUS TRUMPETER
As a featured trumpeter with Art
Kassel's noted "Kassels in the Air",
Bob Pope learned tricks of the orchestra leader's trade which have enabled him to organize a band which
is rapidly gaining its place in the
ranks of the better known orchestras.
Though organized only a short while
ago, the orchestra is now being featured at the Hotel Charlotte in
Charlotte, N. C, and has been given
a regular spot on the
Columbia
Broadcasting
System's programs.
Pope's musicians can be heard over
the CBS network at 7:30 on Satur(Continued on page two)

MALONE TO HEAD
LITERARY^ SOCIETY
Folk Is Vice-president, Wilkinson, Sec'y. Shuler,
Dwigh't, Critics
CURETON RETIRES
In anticipation of the coming
Spring session of meetings, members
of the Calhoun Literary Society elected new officers to head the organization at a short business meeting Monday night.
Following the
election of officers, plans for purchasing keys were discussed and
short, impromptu talks were made by
several members.
MALONE NEW PRESIDENT
Henry T. Malone of Hartsville
was chosen as president for the new
term to succeed Roy W. Cureton
of Greenville. Malone is also a prominent member of the TIGER staff.
Other officers elected were O. H.
Folk, Vice president; J. C. Wilkinson, secretary; E. L. Shuler, First
Critic; and K. B. Dwight, Second
Critic.
GUESTS OF Y
After the brief business session,
the members of the Society enjoyed
an evening of pleasure as guests of
the Y.

EXTENSION SERVICE
TRANSFERS OFFICES

i

*

According to an announcement received early this week the officials
of the state Extension Service and
Experiment Station workers stationed here have transferred their offices
temporarily from the old Extension
Building to the west wing of the
Athletic Building.
BUILDING MOVED
The beginning of construction work
early this week on the new Agricultural Hall which is being constructed on the same location as that of
the Extension Building caused the
move. The old Extension Building
is to be moved to a location across
the road in rear of its present buildin.

New Colonel Wins Spurs

YMGA EXECUTIVES
ELECTED FOR 1937
AT im VESPERS

Local Honor Frat
To Meet Tonight
Pins To Be Awarded To
Four New Members Of
Gamma Alpha Mu
LANE ENTERTAINS
Gamma Alpha Mu, honor English
fraternity for writers, will meet tonight at the home of Prof. John D.
Lane, faculty adviser and assistant
professor of English at the college.
PINS AWARDED
Pins will be awarded the three
new members of the organization.
Pledge period ended today for Joe
Kinard, J. L. Floyd, and B. T. Lanham, outstanding students recently
tapped by the fraternity. J. D. Brown
graduate member of the extension
service will also be formally initiated
tonight.
INFORMAL DISCUSSION
Dinner will be served the frat
members and an informal discussion
with several faculty members will be
held.
The two old members of the fraternity are H. S. Ashmore, president and B. S . Jordan.

According to an announcement received from the office of the Professor of Military Science and Tactics, the dates for the Annual Spring,
Inspection have been tentatively set
for April 29-30.
The inspecting officer has not yet
been announced. •
FULL-DRESS PARADES
A full-dress parade, followed by
exhibitions by the crack junior,
sophomore, and freshman platoons
will start the yearly event. Examinations in all theory classes in the
military science department along
with an inspection of the barracks
and personnel, will be held.
TACTICAL PROBLEM
A feature of this two-day program
will be an exhibition attack by a war
strength company. Futher details
will be announced later.
Exhibiting true southern courtesy, Col. Arthur Williams
presents Miss Sara Thompson with her newly won spurs as
she takes over her office as honorary colonel of the cadet
regiment. Miss Thompson is from Anderson and was the
sponsor for last year's Athletic Ball.
She will review her
troops here soon at the annual moonlight parade held in her
honor.

Miss Sara Thompson Named Honorary
Colonel Of Cadet Regiment At Ball
Spring Holidays
Announced

Popular Anderson Girl Honored At Recent Scabbard
And Blade Ball

Dr. E. "W. Sikes, college
president, yesterday announced that Clemson's Spring Holidays will begin Tuesday, Mch.
31, and end Sunday, April 5.
Students will be free to leave
the campus after their last
class on Tuesday and will return by midnight Sunday.
An extra day has been
granted this year, Dr. Sikes
said, because of the overcrowded condition of bari*acks.
There is no college activity
conflicting with the holidays
and the period has been arranged to coincide with the
vacations of most of the other
Southern colleges.

TO REVIEW CORPS

Wilkie, Believe It Or Not,
MW Lauds New Reveille System
By Uncle Wilkie
With the passing of one of the
severest winters in the country's history, there has been a decided uplift
in the esprit de corps at Clemson.
However, a great deal of the credit
for this improvement is due to tht
new system of awarding reveilles to
cadets for performing their routine
tasks with efficiency. According to
the general concensus of opinion,
this system of letting cadets in platoons having the best line at parades,
cadets having the neatest rooms, etc,
rate reveilles is one of the best innovations of the year. In fact it is
considered a good idea to let cadets
rate reveille for most any reason
whatsoever. The privilege of sleeping through our honorable 6:20 formation is one of the little things

Inspection
To Be Held
April 29-30
War Department Sets Tentative Dates For Annual
Inspection Of ROTC
Unit

Simpson Elected President
To Succeed Commander;
Many Votes Cast
I Sunday night at the regular Vesper services the executive officers
for the Young Mjen's Christian Association were elected for the 193637 term. The newly elected officers
include; W. M. Simpson, president,
C. A. Gray, vice-president and W.
iM. Rodgers, secretary and treasurer.
W. M. SIMPSON
Maynard Simpson of Williamston
defeated E. D. Wells of Savannah
for president. Simpson is a member of the Junior class and a very
popular member of the student body
he is a member of the local chapter
of Tau Beta Pi, the YMCA Cabinet
and Council and is majoring in Electrical Engineering.
C. A. GRAY
Curtis A. Gray also of William(Continued on page seven)
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PARADES, DRILLS TO
FEATURE PROGRAM

GRAY IS VICE-PRES.;
RODGERS SECRETARY
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which make our life worth living.
It is to us what breakfast in bed is'
to the young coed.
Now, meeting reveilles during the
cold bleak winter months is particularly bad. After a pleasant night's
sleep in a nice warm bed, you poke
your head from under the cover at
the first shrill notes of "Reveille"
only to be blown under by a ninetymile gale. You shiver, groan roll
over, and try to get an extra forty
winks. The task is hopeless, however, for the relentless Drum and
Bugle Corps continues to bellow
forth its warning and the "wake-up"
orderlies begin to plague you with
their banging of pitchers and slamming of doors. Finally you decide
(Continued on page two)

Cheers rocked the field house Friday night as a committee of prominent campus people named Miss
Sara Thompson, lovely Anderson
girl, honorary colonel of the cadet
regiment for 1936. The decision was
announced at the annual Military
Ball, sponsored by the local chapter
of Scabbard and Blade.
Marching to the bandstand through
an arch of crossed sabres, Miss
Thompson smiled at her new troops
as she received her silver eagles
from Cadet Colonel A. M. Williams.
The assembled dancers
cheered
heartily
as exploding
flashlight
bulbs lit up the colorful scene.
Miss Thompson seemed a trifle
confused at the rapid succession of
events. She gazed bewilderedly at
the surrounding circle of admirers
and said, "I am overwhelmed." She
declined to comment further, except
to say that she was deeply flattered.
Miss Thompson was one of the
sponsors of the ball. Her escort
was F. V. Tribble, cadet captain, and
member of K Company of Scabbard
and Blade.
The new colonel succeeds Miss
Lydia Boyd of Fort Mill as regimental sponsor. Miss Boyd was honored by the cadet corps at the Military Ball last year.
Miss Thompson will take charge
of her regiment formally at the annual moonlight parade to be held
in her honor in the early spring.

TRACKSTERS ENTEI
CONFERENCE MEET
Folger, Tribble, McCoy And
Green To Chapel Hill
IS INDOOR MEET
Four men will represent the Tiger track team at the Southern conference indoor track meet to be held
this Saturday in North Carolina's
famous Tin Can at Chapel Hill.
The Bengals will enter Tribble
and McCoy in the 60-yard dash.
Green is listed in the mile, and Captain Mac Folger will race the 70yard low hurdles.
All of the Southern conference
teams are expected to be represented,
and some of the best performers in
the South will be seen in action.
Notables among those entered are:
Mothershead of V. P. I., who will
'furnish Green competition in the
tnile, Schule of W&L, and Taylor
of South Carolina. The last two
twill run against each other in the
high hurdles.
*
Clemson trackmen have only been
practicing a few days, thus accounting for the small number of contestants entered in the indoor meet;:,
however the Bengals are pointing to.
the outdoor meet which will be held
May 16.

By Their Words
You are not as dumb as you look
—and I might add that you couldn't
be.
—Gooxlafe.
What's Mae
haven't got?

West

got that

I

—Ramsey.
Don't argue with me boys—
I don't care if it's not in the book.
—CalhoHin

I am tired of being misquoted in
the By Their Words department.
JfcANEEL SPEAKS IN ANDERSON
—Rhyne
Dr. D. W. Daniel, Dean of the
School of General Science and Pro--;
I'm just trying to find out what
fessor of English was the guest the army is like without getting into
speaker at the D. A. R. Banquet in it again.
Anderson last night
—Sherrilt
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Ladles Shoes Dyed to Match
Military Ball Series Successful As
Your Dress
Jungaleers Furnish Unique Melodies I^S^^r s^t
Local Band Proves Popular
Modern Electric
With Dancers; Honorary
WiLKIE
IS
JOYFUL
Colonel Selected
Shoe Shop
TWO DANCES
Amid an atmosphere of military
splendor, the strains of the Jungaleer's distinctive rhythms once again
ushered in Clemson's annual Militar Series of Dances.
The most
colorful event of the series was the
selection of the Honorary Cadet
Colonel from the young ladies present at the brilliant Military Ball.
Miss Sara Thompson of Anderson,
■who was chosen by the faculty committee, will act as regimental commander at the third annual Moonlight Parade which will be held later
.in the year
SPONSORS NAMED
The series of dances, which consisted of the Military Ball sponsored by Scabbard and Blade and an
.informal dance sponsored by Tiger
-Brotherhood, was presided over by
three lovely sponsors: Miss Mary
Smith of Columbia, Miss Lucia
Cross of Summerville, and M^ry
Tucker of Sumter.
GRAND MARCH FEATURED
Immediately preceding the selection of the Honorary Colonel Colonel Arthur Williams and Miss
Mary Smith led the couples in the
•colorful march under the crossed
sabers.
The military decorations
featuring silhouettes of the members
of Scabbard and Blade added greatly to the brilliance of the ceremony.
The grand march and the selection
of the Colonel was followed by the
Senior no-break.
JUNGAIiEERS POPULAR
Under the expert baton waving of
Maestro Rhinehardt, the Jungaleers
presented the dance rhythms of the
day in a manner which classified
them as one of the better orchestras.
Much of the orchestra's popularity
in collegiate circles is due to their
distinctive arrangements provided by
Jim Farmer, first saxophonist. In
addition to their frequent engagements at southern colleges, Clemson's brilliant musical aggregation
recently completed a successful European tour.

OVERNOREVEILLE

YMCA To Sponsor
Informal Socials
Holtzendorff Asks That All
Fraternities Make Reservations Soon

Bob Pope To Play
For Athletic Ball

In a statement recently sent out
no the student leaders of all the stu■ident organizations at Clemson, Mr.
<P. B. Holtzendorff, General Secretary of the local YMCA asked that
ill fraternities and clubs that have
iuot been entertined to date by the Y
!at an informal social gathering in
!
ihe club rooms send some representative to him and make arrangements
&or a meeting of this kind.
HOLTZY SAYS:
""It is our intention as far as possible to have you gentlemen and the
■^organization you represent as guests
of the YMCA for an evening of entertainment, at which time the facilities of the Y will be made available
Especially for you and your group."
According to Mr. Holtzendorff
tnore than fifty groups of student
organizations and clubs and numerous faculty and campus groups have
leen entertained at the Y to date.
These social gatherings have been
;*iound to be very effecting in developing interest in the various groups.

grecaaEiSRW

Clemson Uniforms are Made By
WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, Inc.
PHILADELPHIA
gjaaateKMWHHBRIKBW^

(Continued from page one) >
that if the orderly is man enough
to get up, you too can brave the ordeal. Mustering all your courage,
you jump dut of bed and grope
hopelessly for your clothes. After
several minutes of frantic fumbling
around, you drag your frost-bitten
hulk into the hall to sleepily answer a dejected "here" to roll call.
Even though the weather is becoming a bit balmier, sleeping through reveille is still one of life's
supreme pleasures.
The exquisite pleasure of lying in
bed and defying the Bugle Corps to
do its worst is just reward for any
accomplishment, no matter how difficult. The sound of your less fortunate classmates knocking over chairs
and what not in their blind fumbling
for discarded garments while you
snuggle under your warm blankets
is a symphony of delight to one's
ears. It can also be said that the
privilege will be infinitely more desirable with the holding of reveille
on the outside. Yea, verily, it will
be worth a king's ransom!
It is the belief of some cadets that
a student who
has never slept
through reveille has not derived full
benefit from his college career, This
coveted' honor was once forbidden
fruit and could be indulged in only
occasionally and at terrific cost;
now, however, through a little extra
effort an industrious
cadet can
actually
rate a reveille
every
week or so—Time
Marches On!
Spurred on by the fact that the
number of things for which reveilles may be garnered is practically limitless and the fact that even
the Citadel granted their cadets an
extra hour sleep this winter, some
of the corp's amateur health experts have formed committees to
work out a system of awarding reveilles which will slowly, but eventually, bring us to the point where we
will not have to meet reveille at all.
These health experts staunchly believe that the extra twenty minutes
would do us all good and have adopted as their campaign slogan:
"Get a lift with a twenty minute
snooze."

MANY TO ATTEND

MARCH 5, 1936

_

(Continued from page one)
day nights. In addition to presenting rhythms of the day in a pleasing manner, the orchestra features
the torch singing of vivacious Dixie
Southern.
The Central Dance Association
ha s announced that due to the large
number of visitors who will also wish
to attend the dances, both the Friday
and Saturday night dances will be
informal. The price schedule is not
yet available.

SOCIAL CLUB TAKES
IN SEVEN PLEDGES
Seven men were recently pledged
to membership in Sigma Epsilon,
campus social fraternity, and a short
period of informal initiation began
this morning.
The initiates are: Manley Rodgers,
Bill English, Ernest Sumner, Oscar
Dukes, J. T. Lyles, D. C. Rearden.
Officers of the organization are
E. A McMaster, president, W. D.
Farley, vice-president, and George
' Warren, secretary and treasurer.
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TIME TO BE THINKING ABOUT
WHITE SHOES
I Have the Best Line Ever at Clemson—Friendly
Fives, Crosby Square, Fortune, Walter Booth,
and Davison.
SPRING CLOTHES ARE COMING!
Be Sure to See Them.
Juniors, and Seniors, Buy on ROTC Checks

HOKE SLOAN
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Copyright 1930, Tho American Tobacco Company

A LIGHT SMOKE
OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO
All kinds of people choose Luckies,
each for reasons of his own. But everyone agrees that Luckies are A Light
Smoke of rich, ripe-bodied tobacco.
It is a rather surprising fact that the
leaves of the same tobacco plant may
vary far more than the leaves from
plants of quite different types. Chem-

ical analysis shows that the top leaves
contain excess alkalies which tend to
give a harsh, alkaline taste.The bottom
leaves tend to acidity in the smoke. It is
only the center leaves which approach
in nature the most palatable, acidalkaline balance. In Lucky Strike
Cigarettes, the center leaves are used.

Luckies are less acid
Excess of Acidity of Other Popular Brands Over lucky Strike Cigarettes

Recent
tests show*
______ chemical
—
that other popular brand*
hove on excess of acidity
over Lucky 5trike of from
53% to 10O&
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Hugelntramural Boxing Tournament To Start Soon
FOOTBALL PRACTICE
TERMINATES SOON

VARSITY BOXERS TO
COOPERATE WITH Y
IN 80XINGPR06RAM

Sponsors For Military Ball

First Month's Practice Ends
With Regular Practice
Bout On Riggs Field
Coach Neely terminated his first
month of spring football practice
with a regular game between the
'"yellow shirts" captained by "King
Kong" Bryant and the "white shirts"
led by Captain "Net" Berry last Saturday afternoon on Riggs Field.
The contest ended in a 7-6 verdict
•for Bryant's team.
CLOSE CONTEST
The margin of victory was a placement kick from the toe of "Dusty"
McConnell which followed "General"
Lee's touchdown. Lee had previously bucked it over after his team had
taken advantage of the breaks of the
game to place the ball within scoring distance. Berry scored for the
"white shirts" on a sweeping right
end run, but "Red" Pearson's attempt to convert by placement was
blocked by charging linesmen.
BERRY PASSES
; Berry's bullet-like passes were a
highlight of the afternoon, and they
often found a resting place in Gus
Goins' arms. Lawton was in his
usual running form, and produced
several nice gains before he was
(forced to the sidelines with an injury. The injury was not serious,
however, as he returned to the lineup later in the game.
• As a whole, the play of the two
jeams was good, although a few
fumbles marred the perfect precision that is attained only after considerable practice. The rats from
last fall looked like valuable prospects for-.next season's aggregation,
while the' work of the veterans ran
true to the expected form except in
a few cases.
The coaching staff seemed rather
pleased, but expect to carry on afternoon drills for at least two more
weeks with the hopes that playing
efficiency will improve.

All Entries To Be In By
March 13; Henley And
Pugs To Give Aid
TO ANNOUNCE DATES

Pictured above are the three lovely sponsors for last week's brilliant Military Ball. Reading
from left to right: Miss Lucia Cross of Summerville, Miss Mary Frances Tucker of Sumter and
Columbia College, and Miss Mary Venetia Smith of Columbia and Agnes Scott College. The three
young ladies were guests of the officers of the local chapter of Scabbard and Blade, the organization sponsoring the ball. Miss Smith led the grand march with her escort, Arthur Williams,
Miss Cross was the guest of C. O Stevenson and Miss Tucker attended the dance with R. E.
Graham.

AULL HEADS GIANT REHABILITATION PROJECT
30,000 Acres of Parkland to
WINTHROP COLLEGE
BASKETBALL FINALS
TO GIVE PROGRAMS
TO BE PLAYED SOON Replace Worthless Farms
Near College

| Next Sunday afternoon at the
weekly Vespers services a delegation
from the Young Women's Christian
Association at Winthrop College will
■be in charge of the afternoon and
night programs.
17 GIRLS COMING
The Deputation Team visiting here
next Sunday will be under the directorship of Miss Eliza Wardlaw,
General Secretary of the Winthrop
YWCA and Mjiss Anna Marion BusHealth, longevity, beauty are oth- bee president of the Winthrop assoer names for personal purity, and ciation. According to Mr. Holtzentemperance is the regimen for all.— dorff, seventeen girls are expected
A. B. Alcott.
•to make the trip.
»

The regimental championship basketball elimination tournament has
recently begun and will continue for
two weeks. The finals will be played March 19 and the winner crowned regimental champion.
The tournament has been proceeded by four months of practice games
with fifteen Companies participating.
The intramural teams have been
playing better basketball each vear,
%nd due to the extensive practice
this season the spectators are impatiently waiting to see the fast
.•tricks expected to be pulled in these
after supper tilts.

Money-Back offer helps college men
find their ideal pipe smoke!

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2-ounce tin
of Prince Albert

GOVERNMENT TO BUY
VAST TRACT OF LAND
By T. B. Young
One of the most important of the
federal projects being carried on in
South Carolina is the Clemson College Community Conservation Project under the direction of G H.
Aull, professor of Agricultural Economics, and former editor of the
TIGER, who while on leave, is Senior Administrative Officer of the Resettlement Administration.
The plans for the project were
first submitted to the government in
1933. These plans were for the federal government to buy and improve
the land in the greatly declined communities in this section of the state.
There were three main reasons given for this plan: first, it would give
the people in the sub-normal communities a chance to move to bettei
places; second, the area would be
made into forests, parks and lakes
to be used as places of recreation
for the people in upper South Carolina; and third, the project would
provide work for many of the unemployed in run-down communities.
FEDERAL. PROGRAM
After approval by the federal government in September 1934, the project was put under way by starting
the purchasing of about 30,000 acres
of sub-marinal land almost equally
divided between the three counties,
Anderson, Oconee and Pickens. In
this area, there were about 300 families of which at least half had been
on relief. Approximately two thirds
of the land was tax delinquent, not
having paid taxes in several years.
In some areas as high as 85 per cent
of the inhabitants were tenants. The
lands and buildings were rapidly being abandoned.
30,000 ACRES PURCHASED
The government has already contracted to buy 22,000 acres of the
30,000, and other contracts are pending. All of the land owners and occupants have cooperated with the
local officers and seemed satisfied
with the prices they received and
with the plans being proposed.
The total number of workers on
the project is at present about 1300
of which about half had been on
relief.
An important feature of the protram is the construction of lakes
and parks for public recreation and
pleasure. Barren wastelands are to
be converted into forests which will
be sportsman's paradise. The numerous small streams afford excellent
opportunity for unlimited fishing in
season.
The lakes, the largest of
which will cover 135 acres, will be
stocked with fish and will furnish

With finis written to the boxing
season, the pugilists have turned
their thoughts to sponsoring an intramural boxing tournament, plans
for which are fast being worked out.
The series of fights will be sponsored by the YMCA physical department and instruction and equipment will be furnished by Coach
Bob Jones and his varsity sluggers.
The boxers are taking a great deal
of interest in this program and are
anxious that all eligible cadets aid
them in carrying through this plan.
RULES
Only members of the Freshman,
Sophomore, and Junior classes who
have not been out for the varsity or
freshman teams and who have not
fought in a preliminary bout wiil be
eligible for participation.
There will be the regular eight
weights, however, there is to be a
5 pound overweight allowance in
each class so that men who find it
impossible to train down to the
maximum will not be disqualified.
Therefore the weights will run from
124 to 184, with all over 184 pounds
falling in the unlimited or heavyweight bracket.
INDIVIDUAL. TEAMS
There will be no regular company
teams to be organized, but individuals can enter themselves or a team
can be made up at random by anyone who wishes to do so. These
teams can be composed
of only
eight men, and there will be some
award to the team managers as well
as to the individual champs. The
winner in each weight will receive
a small silver or gold glove.
The three regular rounds will be
reduced to 1 1-2 minutes and the
officials will consist of a referee
and two judges. All fights will take
place in the varsity ring in the field
house and all entries must be in
by Friday, March 13.
No definite dates have been set
yet, but as soon as the entries are
in the pairing will be made and the
schedule
announced. The
field
house will be open every afternoon
from now on so that aspirants can,
begin training.
All freshmen who would like to
try out for varsity manager can report to Bill Folk any time from
now on.
NAMED DAIRIES HEAD
Max Youmans, an alumnus of
Clemson, finishing in the class "of
1925 has recently accepted a position
with the Southern Dairies as Superintendant of the newly erected
Iplants in Atlanta. This is the largest and most modern equipped plant
in the South.*
shelter for water birds. Reforestation will receive a great deal of consideration in the project area. Preparation of 6000 acres of bottom
land for pasture to be grazed by cattle in this section will boost cattle
raising. Roads are being constructed making the points of interest
more easily accessable to the public.
This section
of South Carolina
(claims some of the nation's most
historic homes and churches, but
".most of them have worn, decayed
and fallen into a state of delapidation. The restoration and preservation of these points of interest is
a prime objective.
The project so far has been supported by all departments of the college. There are about twenty-five
Clemson graduates who are employed in administrative or supervisory
positions.
If present plans are carried out,
I the whole area, now under government administration, will be granted
• to Clemson College as soon as the
work is completed. The project will
not only provide a laboratory for
all departments of the college, but
will provide practical
experience
and a limited source of income to
hundreds of students during summer
vacation.
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IN THE COLLEGE LIBRARY of late
there has been an outbreak of vandalism,
pointless destruction of college property
that costs a sizeable sum annually and
causes untold inconvenience to the patrons
of the library. Several of the books which
have been completely ruined cannot be replaced at any price; they were old editions
which are now out of print.
A man might possibly be excused for
stealing a book, but there is no conceivable excuse for deliberately destroying one.
The person who tears leaves from a book
or defaces it in any way is not a fit man
to be in college. He not only lacks common decency, he lacks civilization.
The college authorities have promised
instant dismissal to any man caught defacing one of the library books.
The
trouble lies in catching the vandals. In a
library as large as the one here it is neither possible nor desirable for the attendants to watch every reader. It is a sad
commentary on student morals that it
should be necessary to even suggest such
a move.
We have enough faith in the student
body to beleive that the trouble lies more
in thoughtlessness than in a deliberate desire for destruction. The only men who
can stop the vandalism are the men who
have been practicing it. If they don't put
an end to it, the college officials will have
to take drastic steps. Restrictions will be
placed upon the lending of books for use
in the reading rooms and a constant watch
will be kept.
We hope that will not be necessary.

Talk Of The Town
SPONSOR
We would like to commend the
judgment of the committee which
■^elected Miss Sara Thompson for
the current honorary colonelship at
the Military Ball. We spent an afternoon the other day in the company of Joe Sherman, college press
agent, and a photographer, getting
enough pictures of the lady to satisfy the demands of the nation's
press. She was dressed in a uniform, including boots and all the
medals we could borrow, and she
■was quite charming. We studied her
from every angle and in every possible position while we were posing
her and we couldn't find a flaw.
As one who considers being photographed just a little better than visiting the dentist, we were particularly impressed with the fortitude with
which she stood up under fire. With
all the aplomb of a movie queen she
allowed herself to be shoved around
and placed in all sorts of strange
poses. We thought she would break
down when we got her down in the
kitchen with a huge pile of potatoes
at her feet and carving knife in
her hand and asked her to pout, but
she didn't. She pouted very prettily
and didn't seem to mind at all,'not
even when the kitchen force broke
into applause.
f
We are quite proud of our new
colonel. We would say that those
silver eagles went to roost on the
right shoulders beyond a doubt. As
a matter of fact we are a little sorry she has that honorary attached
to her title. We have a feeling
that it would be fun taking orders
from her all the time.

..that since P. Q. Langston's appearance at the last parade Oscar
glad to report that despite the army
\P. Q. still has hopes of rating.
OSCAR SAYS

_

,.. Streak Lawton's recent tripj to
the Electric City have finally been
explained by a lad who saw him with
a lass named Leita of the five and
tennerie.
OSCAR SAYS

..that Nutsy Childress decided the
issue as to whose dance the Military
Ball really was with his splendid
self-portrait down under the goal.

OSCAR SAYS
FOOD FOR THOUGHT
.. that ex-lieutenant Rhinehart is ceONCE AGAIN the hue and cry has
lebrating his return to the ranks by
gone up concerning the food served in- the
going the way of all would-be croonmess-hall. Some weeks ago a committee
ers.
OSCAR SAYS
of students registered a complaint with
..that Sophomore Bracknell braved
the college authorities, the effectiveness of
the elements on the rumble seat of
which has been apparent in the quality of
a motorcycle just to tell a Miss
meals for the past few weeks. What has
Caudle of Lander about his Friday
not been apparent is the tremendous inThe latest report from the psychology lab
TALK OF THE TOWN
night orgy before somebody else did.
crease in mess-hall expenses.
OSCAR SAYS
here lists a new type of feeblemindedness. The JONVERSATION
The kitchen is operated on a fixed graduations now run: Moron, imbecile, idiot,
Probably because we are so very ..that Col. Williams had to exert
allowance of approximately sixteen cents punster.
fond of the New Yorker, we have his authority the other night to get
acquired a taste lately for those an underclassmen to go home and
per man per meal, one of the lowest prices
According to Dr. Rhyne, there is no hitch- snatches of conversation one occas- leave him his late date and that
charged by any college. A bit of serious hiking allowed in Germany. Which bit of news
hears floating disconnectedly rumor has it the young lady was disthinking will convince any man that feed- has prompted the office half-wit to remark that sionally
back in a crowd. At the dance the appointed.f
evidently
Hitler
has
turned
thumbs
down.
ing the students on such a meager allowOSCAR SAYS
other night we overheard a gentleance is no mean feat and that the authoriThe general confusion over that no-break at man' remark, "If you want a pencil . .that there is a very good reason
ties should be commended rather than last week's Military Ball finally resulted in a ask one of the staff sergeants . . . for the air of nonchalance recently
damned.
compromise senior class no-break.
The senior he'll have one. "And later on some- taken on by Pete Spearman.
OSCAR BAYS
Several complaints have been made privates had the last laugh, however, with the one said to a gentleman standing
behind us, ". . . but I know she's ..that he wishes to warn Pete, Farsplendid
portrait
of
THE
senior
private
which
concerning the quality of the food used
hung up amidst all the rest of the military a nice girl. She plays the organ in rar, Jim, and Red that most of the
in the preparation of the meals. These they
the Methodist church." We almost dates for the next dance will be
paraphenalia.
complaints are unfair and are the result
cracked an ear-drum trying to catch owned by the Block "C" Club. . . .
of misinformation. Before forming such
the reply to that one, but we miss- meaning it would be best for the
ed.
human body to put it to bed immean opinion it is the duty of every man to
diately after the hop
TALK OF THE TOWN
tour the college kitchen and see for himOSCAR SAYS
RECOGNITION
self the raw materials that go into the
By B. N. Skardon
►
..that he offers his orchids to Pot
A
Miss
Harriet
Luther
of
Fassimeals we eat. Every product used is a
fern School for Girls in Henderson- and the council members for their
standard brand and is of the highest qualIn an effort to prove the popularity of stu- ville, N. C. writes us in a very neat valiant stand but it does seem that
dents at Winthrop, the Johnsonian recently made feminine hand to tell us, for no the curse is creeping back on several
ity.
The meals served here are not as the following statement: "At least two thousand "apparent reason, that a Miss Patty of the boys again now that spring
boxes of candy were received in the P. O. during Roof of Lexington, S. C, was re- is here.
good as they might be, but how can they the
Valentine season. In addition to these tokens
OSCAR SAYS
be any better unless there is more money of remembrance, a deluge of telegrams baring cently elected the most attractive
.. that, owing to the lack of a classgirl
in
the
Fassifern
student
body.
spent? The kitchen is one of the most tender messages made their appearance." We Not knowing either party, but hav- ified ad department in the paper Osefficient organizations of its type in the quote one which we know was among the deluge: ing a vague memory of Fassifern car has accepted the following notice
world and it derives the maximum benefit "At miles between us we can laugh, our hearts which tells us that we'd probably from Sammy Dean. "All men eligifrom every cent it receives. Naturally, entwined by telegraph".
like to, we figure it must be some ble for lieutenancies report by the
COLLEGIATE PRESS
with such a small operating allowance,
Giving the Coeds at the University of Ala- form of pressagentry. Its an odd band at once. Steady. work, small
wholesome rather than fancy foods are bama a chance to display their round smooth form, though. It doesn't include a salary."
OSCAR SAYS
indicated, and there is bound to be a ankles and petite feet, the 'Bama Theatre and Pi-j story, it just says we'd probably be ..that Bob Scott just caught Harry
zitz
Department
Store
have
opened
a
unique
con|
interested
to
know
that
Miss
Roof
lack of variety.
test. The girls entering will have their feet and j had been honored well, we are inter- Green in time to prevent a repetition
It is an old and true maxim that we ankles measured. The girl whose measurements! ested; we always like to see lovely of last years actions by Helen, the
receive only that for which we pay. If coiTesponds closest to those of the star's in the j young creatures get along in the child wonderf
OSCAR SAYS
the student committee on improvement of fllf at the theatre wins the prize. The contest 'world, and we hope we have done
mess-hall meals would render a real ser- starts anew every week. This week's model is whatever Miss Luther wanted us to ..that Cherry Barron may be only
Hudson who is featured in "The Music do. And we are also pretty proud a first but he made a very efficient
vice to Clemson and play its part in allay- Rochelle
Goes Round and Round".
of our self control in refusing to substitution for Col. West at the
ing a situation which has long been a
COLLEGIATE PRESS
write the obvious pun the notice eagling of the new hon.
sore spot here, it can go to the college
An editorial attacking the Santee Cooper calls for.
OSCAR SAYS
authorities and ask that the payments be Project was recently printed in the Parley Voo,
TALK OF THE TOWN
.. that Oscar regrets the departure
increased to allow a larger sum for board. student publication of Converse College. We call STATUS
of Archie Watson from our midst
attention to these lines which are taken from the
but that he feels sure that our fire
Captain Harcombe has demonstrated in editorial.
We
feel
that
the
time
has
prob"In the swamp lands of the lower part
the past two weeks that he can give us of our state, the greater number of graceful deer, ably come for us to take some stand chief will be back for Taps (April
Make you date now. Adv.) in
better food, but in doing so he has run one of the purest strains of the Wild Turkey in on our politics. For years now we 10.
full swing.
have
evaded
in
our
own
mind
the
over his regular allowance. It is inevita- the United States, and myriads of fish have made
-OSCAR SAYS
home." Surely this was meant for a "Pic- question of whether we are a liberal
ble that the meals must return to their their
or a hide-bound conservative. For .. that the gods were kind to Hog
turesque Speech" column.
former level unless more money is obCOLLEGIATE PRESS
awhile we were pretty sure that we Gill when they dropped Dora (defitained.
The Davidson College student body has again were a good, solid radical, but that nitely not dumb) Bowden in his lap
There is only one solution to the offered a petition to the college trustees in order was before we ran into Mr. Joseph last weekend.
-OSCAR SAYSproblem which has been a prime cause of to obtain dancing on their campus. Heretofore P. Lash and the American Student
dancing has been prohibited on the campus and Union. Mr. Lash threw us straight . .that Converse had only three restudent unrest here for at least ten years, all
dances have been off-campus. The success of
Herbert Hoover's lap. Today, presentatives here for the Military
and that is to demand an increase in the these dances have given the Davisonites the hope into
though, we tried to read our way and that the boys who are aiming
food allowance, which will mean a cor- of having the ban lifted
_
,_ Ithrough the Sunday American and
at their Senior Cotillion were easy to
COLLEGIATE PRESS
responding increase in student payments.
the absurd, patriotic mouthings of pick out. Go get 'em, Jeter.j
The
honor
System
has
been
suspended
by
If the majority of the students here are
William Randolph Hearst and his
faculty at Mercer.
Several weeks ago the
(Continued on page five)
willing to pay more for better meals then the
students voted almost unanimously to abolish the 100 per cent American stooges soon
t
let them notify the college authorities system. However examination restrictions will be had us seeing red.
We have a strange longing for
through the usual channels. And if they carried out.
the good old reportorial days when our eye. We know that everything
COLLEGIATE PRESS
aren't, let them keep quiet.
we were just a detached observer

Collegiate Press

The appearance of one little gasoline powered
shovel on the campus to aid in the road work
now going on here has effectively stopped half the
other work at the college. Professors, students,
and outsiders gang around the almost human
monster as it snatches great handsful of earth
from the road-bed, proving that it takes little
to interest the human mind.

A six-acre arboretum and botanical garden is
now being planned for the University of South
Carolina. The garden will be situated" just south
of the Woman's Building, taking in a block of
Maxcy Gregg Park and half the adjacent block.
The land will be neatly landscaped and planted
with native South Carolina plants, trees, shrubs,
and herbs. A drive is being put on by college
authorities to raise the necessary $7,700 for establishment.

and editorials were the farthest
thing from our mind. We are awfully afraid that we are developing
into a first-class straddler, and that
-will never do for an editor. We
just can't seem to get the proper
world-moving fervor; we don't
know how long it has been since
we have had a really good gleam in

possible is wrong with this world
of ours, but none of the ideas people have about changing it ever appeals to us. Until we can make up
our mind about it we guess we'll
go on praising Mr. Roosevelt, whose
politics are a nice blend of radicalisms and conservatism, with a
dash of practically anything you can
think of. So be it.

f
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Student Leaders
Entertained at Y
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Oscar Says
(Continued from page four)

Executive Y M C A Officials
-OSCAR SAYSAre Hosts To Prominent
.. that Red and Woodward were the
Student Leaders
main figures in an elbow bending
ARMY ATTENDS
Last Tuesday night the Executive
officials of the local YMCA headed
by P. B. Holtzendorff, General Setretary, entertained at an open house
-gathering the leaders of the student
body and members of the Regular
Army personnel stationed here.
NUMBERS ATTEND
Other than the members of the
Regular Army personnel attending
the social were the cadet student
Officers, company commanders, first
Sergeants and staff sergeants. More
than a hundred students attended
the meeting.
SHORT PROGRAM
The group met in the YMCA
club rooms and following a brief
program of entertainment refreshments were served after which the
facilities of the YMCA were placed
'at the disposal of the guests. Later
in the evening all of the visitors were
guests of the Y for the Paramount
picture entitled "Every Night
at
Eight."

the other evening in celebration of
the departure of Ralph's stripes.
OSCAR SAYS

..that Oscar offers another definition: School-teaching ... a vocation
that calls for a champagne personality on beer wages.
-OSCAR SAYS-

.. that he is afraid to mention the
incident at Joe Sloan's intermission
party because he can't see much
point in biting the hand that feeds
him ... is there Hog?
OSCAR SAYS

FIVE

Clemson Ringsters Make Threats
In Southern Conference Tourney

SPORTS SUMMARY
The boxing team has already packed its equipment
until next winter and the basketeers begin their last stand
tonight, leaving the swimmers
alone in the Clemson scorebox. With a victory over Furman in the State meet last
Saturday, the tankmen have
advanced to a .500 percentage.
STANDING
Won Lost
%
Swimming
3
2
.500
THIS WEEK
Tonight: N. O. State at Raleigh.
(Basketball)
Friday and Saturday: Southern conference meet at Durham.
(Swimming)
Saturday:
Southern conference indoor meet at Chapel
Hill.
(Track)

Tiger Mittmen Show ExcelBRENAU DELEGATION
lent Form As Virginia
PRESENTS PROGRAMS
Retains Championship

.. that Bland cansually mentioned
that she doesn't know any students
RIVERS IN ATLANTA
anymore and that she complains that
J. T. Rivers, graduate of last
doesn't even make Oscar anyomre,
year's dairy class is now located in
with this result.
)
(Atlanta with the Foremost Dairies
|as Plant Operator. Working with
DANIEL SPEAKS
Dr. D. W. Daniel, Dean of the Rivers is J. R. Moss also a graduSchool of General Science and Pro- iate of Clemson in the class of 1933.
fessor of English accompanied by
HUNTER, '21, TO PENN.
Mr. S. M. Martin, Professor of
J. M. Hunter, a graduate in a
mathematics, were speakers at the
Masonic Banquet, held at Central special course in Textiles at Clemrecently. This banquet is an annual son in 1921 recently accepted a posiaffair which is of interest to people tion with the Quartermaster Depot
in Philadelphia, f
in and around this vicinity.

Last Sunday afternoon and night
a delegation representing the Young
Women's Christian Association at
Brenau College in Gainsville, Georgia was in charge of the programs
at the weekly Vesper services.
PACK IN CHARGE
Miss Alma Pack of Greenville
and a senior at Brenau was in charge
of the delegation here for the weekend. Others making the trip included Misses Elizabeth and Eleanor
Bavis, Geanette LaFavor, and Margret Moorhead.
TWO PROGRAMS
The musical program given at the
afternoon service was repeated later
in the afternoon during the regular
Sunday night services. Other than
the Brenau program several very
interesting and educational news
reels were run including Fox News,
"Going Places," with Lowell Thomas and Stranger Than Fiction.

HENLEY STARS
The University of Virginia boxing team won the Southern Conference title for the sixth consecutive
time at University, Va., last Saturday night.

CLEMSON LOSES
Although defeated, the Clemson
tingsters presented a real threat to
the opposing mittmen. They were
outpointed in close,
hardfought
matches in the semi-finals and finals.
Cliff Henley, Clemson heavyweight,
was defeated by Fred Cramer, Virginia's giant, in the final round.
In the semi-finals held in the afternoon, Bocelli of Clemson, after receiving an unfortunate cut over the
eye in the first round, lost by a
T. K. O. to John Simpson. Va.;
"Bubber" Dawson and Mac Nathans of Clemson were respectively
A cheerful temper joined with in- outpointed by Brooks and Harlow,
nocence will make beauty attractive, Va. Bob Jones and "Ripper" Murray
knowledge delightful and wit good lost out in the only other two Tiger
matches.
natured.—Addison.
Copyright, 1936, B. J. Reynolds Tob. Co., Winston-Salon). N. O.

FOR DIGESTION'S SAKE —

smoke Camels

Smoking Camel Cigarettes Aids in Assuring
Natural Digestive Action
"Hurry—hurry—hurry" seems to be
the order of the day. People get
caught in the lockstep of modern
life. Tension finds the weak spot,
so often—digestion. Smoking
Camels improves digestion.. .wards
off the consequences of hurried,
nervous living. Camels gently stimu-

THE FAMOUS GOLD COAST DINING
ROOM (above) at the Drake Hotel in
Chicago. Here the fragrant, delicate smoke
of Camels rises while Erik, famous maitre
d'hotel, watches alertly over all to see that

no wish goes unsatisfied. "So many of our
guests smoke Camels," Erik says, "for they
have found that choice tobaccos add to the
pleasure of the meaL Camels are tremendously popular—a leading favorite here."

late digestive action. They promote
the feeling of well-being and good
cheer so necessary to the proper assimilation of food.
In a word, Camels set you right!
And, in smoking Camels for digestion's sake, you may enter a whole
new world of smoking pleasure.
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BENGAL TANKSTERS W. P. A. Officials Appropriate Funds Y ADVISORY BOARD Clemson Student
Goes To Academy
ELECTSMEMBERS
WIN CHAMPIONSHIP: For Erection Of Bronze Tiger Statues
R. R. Norris, Sophomore,
Two Life-sized Figures To
Evans, Burley, And Douthit,
Wins Appointment To
Be
Placed
At
Entrance
RECORDSSHATTERED Alumni News
Appointed Members
West Point
To Athletic Building
Five New State Records Set
ROACH, *25, TRANSFERRED
Announcement was made early
As Clemson Wins PalT. G. Roach, class of '25, has re- this week by Professor R. E. Lee of
metto Title In
cently been transferred from the Pel- the Architectural Department that
Greenville
zer Manufacturing Company in Pel- funds have recently been appropriatzer to the Tucapau Plant where he ed to Clemson College by the WPA
RETAIN CROWN
officials for the erection of two lifeis to be in charge of the spinning.
Five new state swimming records
Were set last Saturday afternoon in
the Furman pool at Greenville, as
'the Clemson tank team carried off
state honors aaginst Furman, its only competitor, by the score of 52-32.
Record smashers for the Bengals
were: McHugh, backstroke artist,
who broke the old ISO-yard backstroke mark by churning through
this distance in 2:1; Bacot, who set
'a new pace in the 100-yard by doing
it in 0:58.7; Durban, who sprinted
the 220-yard dash in 2:31.4; and
the freestyle relay team composed of
Little, Durban, Bacot, and Goodson
■which set a new mark in the 400yard relay b y doing it in 4:04.4.
Purser of Furman swam the 440
in 5 :47.3 to set a new mark. Goodson, Bengal star, was only a split
second behind. The old record was
6:02 1-2.
SUMMARY
Summar of the events:
400-yard freestyle relay—Won by
Clemson team composed of Little,
'■Goodson,, Durban, and Bacot. Time
4:04.4. 'New state record.
200-yard breaststroke—Purser (F)
Heikkila (C), and Carnes
(C).
Time 3:3.
t
150-yard backstroke—McHugh, C,
Arnold (F), and Coleman (F).
Time 2:1. New state record.
60-yard dash—Bacot (C), Hopkins (F), and Walker (C). Time
32 seconds.
440-yard
swim—Purser
(F),
Goodson (C), and Hunter (C)
5:47.3. New state record.
• 100-yard dash—Bacot (C), Little
•(C), and Hopkins (F). Time 0:58.7
New state record.

size bronze tigers to be placed on
KING ACCEPTS JOB
4:he buttresses at the entrance to the
J. L. King, class of 1928, former Athletic Building.
herdsman for the Clemson Dairy According to Professor Lee a numDepartment, has recently accepted ber of friezes depicting the various
a position as City Health Officer at phases of athletics at Clemson have
Clinton.
been drawn up and will also be
made and placed over the entrance
to the building. These friezes are
HAS NEW POSITION
D. C. Turrentine, Textile graduate designed according to the most modin the class of 1930, recently resign- ern architectural patterns.
DAVIDSON IN CHARGE
ed a position with the Dunean and
Professor Lee states that Abe
Victor-Monaghan Mills in Greenville to accept a new position as as- Davidson, popular student sculptorsistant superintendent Mills Mill No. er, has been placed in charge of the
project and that he has made plans
2, in Woodruff, S. C.
with the Federal officials in Greenville for the immediate beginning of
MOSS PROMOTED
J. R. Mtoss, dairy graduate in the work on the two statues. A numclass of 1933, has recently been ap- ber of preparatory sketches have alpointed General Superintendant of ready been made by Davidson and
-the Foremost Dairies Plant in At- 'he states that several minature tiglanta.
He was formerly connect- ers in various positions will be made
ed with Clemson as Superintendant and presented before the college officials for approval before the actual
of A. R. Testing in the state.
sculptoring of the life-size models
begins.
f
J. E. BAKER, '32
James E. Baker, Clemson Textile
ACCEPTS NEW JOB
graduate in the class of 1932, has
E. L. McCormick, Textile gradurecently been employed by the Quartermaster Depot, Contract Opera- ate in the class of 1926, recently
tions Branch of the Procurmenth Di- resigned a position as designer and
assistant to the superintendent of
vision, in Philadelphia, Pa.
the Oconee Textiles Inc., WestminsIt seems to be a law, in flexible ter, S. C, to accept a new position
and inexorable, that he who cannot with the Spring Mills at Lancaster,
risk cannot win.—John Paul Jones. S. C.
Fancy diving—Fletcher (C), Beattie (F), and Surles (F).
220-yard
swim—Durban
(C),
Purser (F), and Hunter (C). Time
2:31.4. New state record, f
300-yard medley—Heikkila (C)
and Arnold (F). Time 3:57.7.

For Three Years

At the regular Sunday night Vesper services three new members
were elected to the YMCA Advisory Board to succeed the retiring
officials. These newly elected mejnbers are to take over their new
official duties in September.
The three new members elected
are: J. B. Douthit of Pendleton, S.
W. Evans of Clemson and Mr. B.
B. Burley of Clemson. All of these
men are dierctly connected with the
college and all have made themselves prominent in their respective
vocational fields.
>
SERVE THREE YEARS
These three men are to serve
three years as members of the Board
along with the other seven members.
The Advisory Board is headed by
Professor S. M. Martin, member
of the faculty of the School of
General Science.
S. W. Evans, who has served
for twenty-eight years as Treasurer
of Clemson College is one of the
newly appointed members of the
Board.
B. B. Burley, Assistant Bookkeeper of the college, one of the
most active supporters of the YMCA and its activities, is the second
new member.
»
J. B. Douthit, of Pendleton and

ENTERS IN JULY
The appointment of R. R. Norris,
Clemson College sophomore, to the
United States Military Academy
was announced by the War Department recently.
'Norris is a graduate of Calhoun
Falls High School where he was
■validictorian of his class. He entered Clemson in the fall of 1934,
and has proven himself an outstanding student.
Word of the high honor bestowed
upon him, came to Norris last week
after having recently stood examinations for entrance into the Academy.
i The appointee left Monday March
2. for Atlanta, where he will stand
the physical examination. After all
lexaminations are completed and accepted by the officials, he will enter
the Academy the first of July. He
intends to complete hi ssophomore
year at Clemson. i
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
E. B. Norris of Calhoun Falls.
graduate of Clemson College was
recently appointed as Trustee of the
college and last Sunday night was
elected as a member of the YMCA
Advisory Board to serve for three
years in that capacity.

J. G. Sneed, graduate in the class
of 1929, and formerly employed by
the Winsboro Mills in Winnsboro,
S. C, recently accepted a position
with the Industrial Department of
the Riverside and Dan River Cotton Mills in Danville, Va.

Nothing is
ever perfect
1936 we offer what we
think is the finest car in Ford
history. But no car is ever considered perfect and finished
as far as Ford engineers are
concerned. Once a year we
introduce new models—since
that is the custom — but constantly we make improvements in our car, for that is
our lifelong habit. We don't
wait for Show time to make
a better car.
Proof of this is the present
Ford V- 8. In basic design it is
almost the same as when introduced four years ago. But
in performance and economy
FOR

FORD

there is no comparison between the 1932 and 1936 cars.
Ford engineers do not work
with yearly models in mind.
The Ford Motor Company
does not wait for introductory
dates to incorporate improvements. As soon as exhaustive
tests prove that a new material is better, into production
it goes. When new machining
processes or new inspection
methods are proved superior,
in they go also.
The purchasers get the advantage of all improvements
as soon as we are certain that
they are improvements.

MO
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Assets in the making
finHE work of Bell Telephone Laboratories might
-■- well be called "assets in the making." It deals with
many problems whose solution will be of great future
value to telephone users.
The truth of this statement is indicated by improvements already developed and now in daily use. The
convenient handset telephone, the dial system, new
magnetic alloys, overseas and ship-to-shore radio telephony are just a few examples.
Today more than 4000 men and women are carrying
on this work to make tomorrow's telephone service
still better.
Why not telephone home at least once
each week? For lowest rates to most
points, call station-to-station after 7
P. M. daily, or any time Sunday.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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Bengal Basketeers To Meet State Tonight
BENGALS MEET N. C. STATE AS
From The Press DIAMONDEERS RUSH Graham Plan Is
Topic Of Session CONFERENCE TOURNEY BEGINS
Box
BASEBALL PRACTICE
By W. R. Cheves

Tonight a determined Tiger cage Early Birds Limber Up For
ieam opens its conference fight aComing Willow Swinggainst N. C. State's famed Red Tering Schedule
rors with everything to win and
feothing to lose. The Terrors have
HEAP RE TURNS
feet the Bengals back twice this season, once in Raleigh and once here.
Although practice has not yet ofIn addition, the Wolfpack will be on ficially begun, many
of Coach
liome ground, as the tourney is be- Neely's Tiger baseballers have aling held in Raleigh. In the past, it ready taken their gloves in hand
teems as if the Tigers have never and buckled down to a mild form of
tione the unusual, but tonight we pre-season training.
tire looking for them to turn the tabThe team will suffer from the loss
les by trouncing the Staters. W&L is of Alex Swails who twirled the nine
Seeded No. 1, but it wouldn't sur- through a brilliant season last year,
prise us a bit to see little North Car- but Ed Heap, who did not attend
blina set the Generals down. The school in '35, will be ready to fill
Tar Heels have been coming along that mound vacancy without a bit
of late, and are a real threat to re- of trouble. There is also Bill Croxton to take over his share of the
tain their crown.
work from the initial position and
FBOSH GRIDDERS
Several Rat footballers caught to keep up his nice performances
our eye during the practice game that he turned in last season.
Boselli will be a new man this
last Saturday, and we expect most
of them to produce the goods year, having held down the short
next fall. The punting of Bailey post on the rat team in fine style
ilons with the blocking of Pear- last spring; he will push John Ritson was a highlight of the after- chie, varsity short, mighty hard but
noon. The pass-snatching of Go- perhaps could be converted, into a
ins stood out, as well as the de- hot corner man since that . spot is
fensive play of Willis, Woods, and not filled at the present time. Heyward and Folger will also be newPennington in the line.
comers from the Cub team.
TENNIS
Hinson, Shore, Troutman, and Lee
The tennis situation is slightly
Vnuddled since our courts have been are the mainstays, with vacancies
torn up for construction purposes. showing up at right field and second
Coach Hoke Sloan has his racket base. Coach Neely plans to join1
Swingers marking time with the the boys at the termination of spring
liopes that something will turn up. practice.
As much as we would like to see
this pastime continued this Spring,
•we have our doubts as to whether
there will be courts available in
time for our netmen to play scheduled matches.
Nevertheless, we
haven't completely given up hope,
(Continued from page one)
so we will continue to be on the
lookout with the hopes of again wit- ston and who is an Electrical Enginessing Horton, Geer, Campbell, etc. neer major was declared vice-president to succeed Roy W. Cureton of
in action.
Greenville. Gray is a First Sergeant
BOXING
Old man jinx trailed the Bengal and a member of the YMCA Cabinboxers all the way up to Virginia, et and Council.
»
W. M. RODGERS
and played havoc with our pugilistic aspirations. "Cat" Henley • M'anley Rodgers of Greenwood is
scored our only points when he majoring in Electrical Engineering
fought in the finals. We had high and is a member of the Junior class.
hopes that Teddy Boselli and Bub- He was elected secretary and treasber Bawson would come through urer to succeed P. Q. Langston.
■with flying colors, hut it was Rogers is Supply Sergeant of the
just one of those things. After Service Company.
a few seconds of fighting hi the
The new officers, along with the
first round of his semi-final bout, new Y Cabinet to be appointed at
Teddy received a cut over his an early date, will be formally inright eye, so the referee stopped stalled into office the first Sunday
the fight, awarding his opponent
a tko. As we said before, Daw in May and will take over their new
son's loss was just one of those duties the first of September.
R. C. Commander of Florence
things, and we still think that he
president
of the local YMCA organshould be lightweight champion.
Ripper Murray got the best of ization will retire from his official
bis man in the opening fight, but duties as president at the close of
lost because he tried to get a the year when the new officers take
little too rough. Although out- charge.
classed, Bob Jones received a
standing ovation from the huge
NOTICE
crowd for his gameness, as he
continued to carry the battle after
Freddie Kirchner, Y Physibeing battered to the floor several
cal Director, urges all cadett
times.
interested in the ping-pong
HERE AND THERE
tournament and the free throw
With 5 victories against 1 defeat
contest to sign up immediate(the Bengal cagers would have finly. A placard is posted by
ished first in the Southeastern had
the ping-pong table in the
/they been a member . . . There seemmain lobby of the Y for ened to be something besides the love
tries to place their names if
of the game that furnished all the
they care to enter the pingrivalry between the picked teams in
pong contests.
the practice football game last SatA gold medal will be awardurday. . . Our Bill Bryce is the
ed the winner of the foul
shortest center in the Southern group
shooting contest, and a suit. . . We are glad to welcome Intraable award will be presented
mural boxing back on our sports
the winner of the table tennis
curriculum, and we hope the cadets
elimination.
<will make a go of it.

YMCA Executives
Elected For 1937
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BONA ALLEN SHOES
\
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Good Shoes for Less Money
I Have a Large New Stock of His Shoes at

$3,00 - $4.00 - $5.00
Come Down and Save Money

Anderson Association Discusses All Angles Of
New Conference
Rules
Members of the Clemson alumni
chapter of Anderson held an important meeting last night at the
John C. Calhoun hotel at which
time there was a lengthy discussion
on the Graham Plan.
Much interest has been taken of
late by nearly every Alumni chapter
in the country concerning the rulings
that have been made by the Conference, and the graduates in Anderson have been especially concerned
with the problems that confront the
Clemson Athletic Association at the
present time.
Bill Saylors is president of the organization and he and his officers
have done much good work within
their group in keeping up the interests of the members.

EIGHT CADETS OUT
FOR VARSITY GOLF

Clemson Cagers Fight Feared Wolfpack In Raleigh
Tonight

Jones To Coach New Team;
Sammy Dean Is Only
Vet To Return
TO ARRANGE MATCHES

Eight cadets signified their intentions of trying out for the Clemson
golf team at a meeting held last
Tuesday afternoon.
Plans were discussed regarding
the coming season, and it was decided to begin practice immediately. Arrangements are to be made to have
the golfers workout on the Boscobel
course.
Sammy Dean is the only member
of last year's club to return; however there are several prospective
sophomores who are expected to produce the goods, aswell as some understudies from last Spring.
Bob Jones will act as coach, and
it is hoped to arrange matches with
all of the schools in the state and
some out-of-state collees. HampdenIn a laugh-producing basketball Sydney has already written request
game at Greenville Tuesday night, ing a match.
a team composed of the Bengal
coaching staff defeated the Red ElecJoe Davis, Joe Sherman, Frank
trics from Greenville, 42-32.
Miuch mirth making was in evi- Howard, and "Pony" Cummings.
dence, and such things as playing Bob Jones led the scoring parade
with two balls and shooting at the with a total of 17 points, followed
wrong goal were only a few of the by Sherman and Hoagland with 8
comedies. Coaches Moore and Speer and 7, respectively.
The game was the result of some
played with the high school boys.
The Tiger roster included Jess kidding between the coaches of the
Neely, Bob Jones, Earl Hoagland, two schools.

Clemson Coaches
Defeat Electrics

W&L FAVORED
The Clemson cagers will make
their debut in the Southern conference basketball tournament tonight
in the Raleigh city auditorium at
9:30 o'clock when they meet the
strong North Carolina State Wolfpack in the feature game of the
opening day's program.
With two victories over the Bengals during the season, the Wolfpack rules heavy favorite. Early in
January the Tigers came out on the
short end of a 47-21 margin when
they clashed here two weeks ago.
Nevertheless, the Clemson cagers
concede the Carolinians nothing, and
are determined to upset the dope
bucket.
Pairing for the tourney were announced last Saturday by Ed Cameron, chairman of the tournament
Washington and Lee's Generals, undefeated in the conference this season, were seeded first, N. C. State
second, Maryland third, and North
Carolina,
defending
champions,
fourth.
I
V. M.. I. and South Carolina were
not invited to the meet.
The semi-finals will be run off tomorrow night with the finals on
Saturday evening. All teams competing will remain throughout the
tourney, whether they win or lose.
The auditorium is equipped with an
amplifying systeem, and all of the
games will be broadcast.
Biackie Carter, Furman, was included on the official's roster.
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LOOK FOR YOUR NAME ON THE MIRROR OF OUR

SODA FOUNTAIN
>

Two cadet names posted at 4 o'clock each day—
If your name appears you are our guest—Your
favorite drink at our Soda Fountain FREE

Fresh Shipment
NORR1S
Fine Candies
Mail Your Girl a Box Today

BLITZ ,— SHOE POLISH
BON AMI
LAVA SOAP
All the Things You Need to
Clean Up for Inspection

t

t
fT

49 Cents Buys
72 Sheets Paper
50 Envelopes
Medford Fine Stationery

Mi 31 ANTISEPTIC
KLENZO ANTISEPTIC
49 Cents Full Pint
Keep Off That Spring Cold

T
T

t

f

X. (2. QTla^Un
%ug &>■
*£&mpcmy, cine.
2Wa
P. S. McCOLLUM, President

The Official College Book and Supply Store

"JUDGE" KELLER
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THE TIGER, CLEMSON, S. C.

EIGHT

Textile Outlook
The Music Goes Good For Future Col. West Returns
To College
Round
Not only does the termination of
winter bring changes to the campus
that we see in these construction projects of ours, but since Sunday we
have been continually getting our
ears knocked off by the astounding
change in volume of Greenville's
improved radio house. WFBC (even
though it does suggest something
closely akin to "Watch Furman
Beat Clemson") has truly got something in its new affiliation with the
National Broadcasting
Company,
and we at Clemson can consider ourselves pretty well located for 'listenin' in' possibilities.
Now if Anderson would get together with CBS everything would
certainly be fixed (power increase
to go with it understand.) That
would eliminate the necessity of listening to the Columbia offspring in
North Carolina during its local hillbilly recorded programs and mineral
water bull sessions during the midday and afternoon periods when the
regular CBS hook-up would garner
a dance band or two,
We also have a friend in the studio of Georgia's capital city who
seems to be pushing old Shad fast
and furiously up at WBT. Instead
of eternally dwelling on the "eenie,
meenie, minie, mo" question as does
the Tarheelian, the Cracker gives
Bossie the morning massage without fail. His is more a musical program with a slight touch of the usual

According to Dean Willis of the
School of Textiles indication are
School of Textiles indications are
v ill be placed by commencement.
On March 3 Mr. B. N. Ragsdale,
Personnel Director of the Callaway
Mills, LaGrange, Ga., visited Clemson to interview eight textile seniors
with a view to employing these men
when they graduate in June. The
Clemson Textile School has had
some eighteen calls for its June
graduates to date.
This information is in keeping
with the tradition of the School,
its fine reputation throughout the
U. S. having led to a hundred per
cent placement of graduates in the
past seven years.
cough syrup, and garden bargains;
but Shad, the dear shepherd, is more
or less running his few minutes into
a "jab fest."
»
TURN THE DIAL
Even though the heads that wear
the crowns won't let us keep the
boxes warmed up after 9 we can
suggest the following programs for
racing, 4:15 CBS); Kaltenmeyer's
Kindergarden (fun, 5:30 NBC);
Hit Parade (hits of week, 8 NBC) ;
Herbert Hoover (address, 10 CBS).
Sunday—Magic Key (variety, 2
NBC) ; Design for Listening (comedy, 4:30 CBS); Jack Benny (comedy, 7 NBC) ; Major Bowes (amateurs, 8 NBC).
Everyday—Breakfast Club (comedy, 9 A. M. WBC) ; Dear Colum-

Col. B. John West, commandant, has returned to the
college from an extended vacation in Florida, and will
take up his duties again this
week. The colonel has been
away for the past two weeks
recuperating from the recent
ill-health which confined him
to his home for several weeks.
Col. T. S. Moorman, professor ctf military science and
tactics, is still confined to the
army hospital at Fort McPherson, Ga., although his
condition is greatly improved.
He is expected to resume his
duties here soon.
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CUB FIVE TROUNCES
LOCAL Y SPONSORS
LAURENS HIGH 33-16
LIFE-SAVING SCHOOL
A three-day Red Cross Life Saving Examiners training school closed at Clemson yesterday at which
'more than a score of cadets and a
number of faculty members, residents of the campus and nearby
towns were given a course whereby
they were made eligible to instruct
life-saving courses at pools during
the summer}

Joe Sherman's Cub Five showed a
brilliant defensive game against the
Laurens High team last night in the
local field house and walked away
with a 33 to 16 victory.
The locals were hot on the basketsat most times and kept the visitors
with their backs to the wall. Pearson, Bailey and Heard were especially effective for the Tigers. John
Ritchie refereed the game.
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Compliments of
CLEMSON COLLEGE LAUNDRY

bia (Music, 9:15 A. M. CBS),
the week end.
Thursday Boake Carter (news,
7:45 CBS); Rudy Vallee (comedy,
the Winnsboro Mills in Winnsboro,
8 NBC) ; Glen Gray (comedy, 9
CBS) ; Bing Crosby and Bob Burns
(comedy, 10 NBC) ; Horace Heicit
(music, 19 CBS).
»
Friday—Lilac Time (music with
Jenneane, 7:15, WLW, WGN);
Richard Himber (music, 10 CBS) ;
Will Osborne (Music, 10, WGN).
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fUMBERLAN
PORTLAND CEMENT

D

SHERRIMJ GIVES LECTURE
Manufactured COWAN, TENNESSEE
Dr. G. R. Sherrill, head of the Department of Economics and GovernIn all concrete construction
ment, and Registrar G. E. Metz were
meets standard specifications
visitors at Chester, recently where
they were guest speakers at the Ches- agEBEHgElBllBBHSSBlllHIlBiaBBiaHD
ter Alumni meeting.
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...and Lshesterfields are usually there
...its a corking good
cigarette

WEDNESDAY

SATURDAY

ROSA
PONSELLE

NINO
MARTINI

KOSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS
9 P. M. (E. S. T.)-COLUMBIA NETWORK
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MYERS TOBACCO CO.

esterheld
.. for mildness
..for better u
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